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QUESTION 1

Which of the following scenarios would be most likely to violate the Fourth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution with
regard to contact tracing? 

A. A private employer conducting a voluntary contact-tracing program with its employees. 

B. An employer asking employees if they have been diagnosed with or tested for COVID-19 before allowing them to
physically enter the workplace. 

C. A government program that installs a contact-tracing app on an individual\\'s phone and collects data after providing
notice and obtaining the individual\\'s consent. 

D. A government program that automatically installs a contact-tracing app on an individual\\'s phone and collects data
without obtaining the individual\\'s consent. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

SCENARIO 

Please use the following to answer the next question: 

You are the privacy manager at a privately-owned U.S. company that produces an increasingly popular tness app called
GetFit. After users create an account with their contact information, the app uses a smartphone and a system of
connected smartwatch sensors to track users when they exercise. It collects information on location when users walk or
run outdoors, as well as general health information (such as heart rate) during all exercise sessions. The app also
collects credit card information for payment of the monthly subscription fee. 

One Friday, the company\\'s security team contacts you about the discovery of malware on their media server. The
team assures you that there was no user data on this server and that, in any case, they found the malware before any
damage could be done. 

However, on Monday morning the security team contacts you again, this time with the information that they have
discovered the same malware on the company\\'s payments server. They suspect it likely that users\\' credit card
information was taken by the attacker. By Monday evening, the situation has gotten dramatically worse, as the security
team has also discovered this malware on the company\\'s database server, an in ltration that gives the attacker access
to users\\' pro le, health and location information. 

After coordinating with the security team, you are asked to meet with senior management and advise them on the
company\\'s obligations in connection with the incident. The Chief Financial O cer asks, "If we decide to notify all our
users of this incident, are we obligated to provide any of them with a free credit monitoring offer?" The General Counsel
wants to know if providing this notice and offer will help the company avoid liability. 

Based on the information the security team provides on Monday morning, what is the company\\'s noti cation
obligation? 

A. The company does not need to notify anyone since secure credit card information is not subject to breach noti cation
laws. 
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B. The company does not need to notify anyone since the security team is not completely certain the attacker actually
took the credit card information. 

C. The company must notify its bank and the card brands under its PCI obligations, and potentially provide notice to
individuals and state authorities. depending on state law. 

D. The company must report the incident to the U.S. Secret Service since the incident involves nancial information,
followed by notice to individuals and some state authorities. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

SCENARIO 

Please use the following to answer the next question: 

Larry has become increasingly dissatisfied with his telemarketing position at SunriseLynx, and particularly with his
supervisor, Evan. Just last week, he overheard Evan mocking the state\\'s Do Not Call list, as well as the people on it. "If
they 

were really serious about not being bothered," Evan said, "They\\'d be on the national DNC list. That\\'s the only one
we\\'re required to follow. At SunriseLynx, we call until they ask us not to." 

Bizarrely, Evan requires telemarketers to keep records of recipients who ask them to call "another time." This, to Larry,
is a clear indication that they don\\'t want to be called at all. Evan doesn\\'t see it that way. 

Larry believes that Evan\\'s arrogance also affects the way he treats employees. The U.S. Constitution protects
American workers, and Larry believes that the rights of those at SunriseLynx are violated regularly. At first Evan seemed
friendly, even connecting with employees on social media. However, following Evan\\'s political posts, it became clear to
Larry that employees with similar affiliations were the only ones offered promotions. 

Further, Larry occasionally has packages containing personal-use items mailed to work. Several times, these have
come to him already opened, even though this name was clearly marked. Larry thinks the opening of personal mail is
common at SunriseLynx, and that Fourth Amendment rights are being trampled under Evan\\'s leadership. 

Larry has also been dismayed to overhear discussions about his coworker, Sadie. Telemarketing calls are regularly
recorded for quality assurance, and although Sadie is always professional during business, her personal conversations
sometimes contain sexual comments. This too is something Larry has heard Evan laughing about. When he mentioned
this to a coworker, his concern was met with a shrug. It was the coworker\\'s belief that employees agreed to be
monitored when they signed on. Although personal devices are left alone, phone calls, emails and browsing histories
are all subject to surveillance. In fact, Larry knows of one case in which an employee was fired after an undercover
investigation by an outside firm turned up evidence of misconduct. Although the employee may have stolen from the
company, Evan could have simply contacted the authorities when he first suspected something amiss. 

Larry wants to take action, but is uncertain how to proceed. 

In regard to telemarketing practices, Evan the supervisor has a misconception regarding? 

A. The conditions under which recipients can opt out 

B. The wishes of recipients who request callbacks 

C. The right to monitor calls for quality assurance 
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D. The relationship of state law to federal law 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

According to FERPA, when can a school disclose records without a student\\'s consent? 

A. If the disclosure is not to be conducted through email to the third party 

B. If the disclosure would not reveal a student\\'s student identification number 

C. If the disclosure is to practitioners who are involved in a student\\'s health care 

D. If the disclosure is to provide transcripts to a school where a student intends to enroll 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www2.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/ferpa/index.html 

 

QUESTION 5

If an organization maintains data classified as high sensitivity in the same system as data classified as low sensitivity,
which of the following is the most likely outcome? 

A. The organization will still be in compliance with most sector-specific privacy and security laws. 

B. The impact of an organizational data breach will be more severe than if the data had been segregated. 

C. Temporary employees will be able to find the data necessary to fulfill their responsibilities. 

D. The organization will be able to address legal discovery requests efficiently without producing more information than
necessary. 

Correct Answer: B 

Answer: B "Holding all data in one system can increase the consequences of a single breach” Excerpt From:
“IAPP_US_TB_US-Private-Sector-Privacy-3E_1.0.” Apple Books. 
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